
phagocytic cell types contain Mtb is critical. METHODS/STUDY
POPULATION: To determine the impact T cells have on different
phagocyte cell populations’ host defense mechanisms, groups of
wild–type and T cell deficient TCRa-/- mice were infected with
an Mtb strain expressing fluorescent mScarlet protein. At four
weeks post-infection, a time when T cell help contributes to control
of Mtb, lungs were homogenized and cells sorted based on detec-
tion of mScarlet, indicating Mtb-infected cells. Cell suspensions
from each mouse background were underwent single-cell RNA
sequencing analysis to reveal the heterogenous cellular transcrip-
tional response of different phagocyte populations. RESULTS/
ANTICIPATED RESULTS: We found that Mtb-infected phago-
cytes from wild-type and TCRa-/- mouse lungs contain the same
dominant cell phenotypic clusters, but these have different patterns
of gene expression. Without T cells, phagocytes are prone to a more
inflammatory phenotype. DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE: This
will translate fundamental biological data to test the hypothesis that
Mtb encounters different environmental stresses exerted by
different phagocytic cell types. This work could reveal host intra-
cellular niches that enable bacterial persistence and elucidate new
pathways that could be targeted for traditional antibiotic therapies
for TB.
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Prevalence and Clinical Presentation of Chronic Neck
Pain in Individuals with Generalized Joint Hypermobility
Rebecca Abbott, Paula Ludewig, Victor Barocas, Arin M Ellingson
University of Minnesota

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Evidence suggests that individuals with
generalized joint hypermobility (GJH), or excessive joint range of
motion, are at higher risk of developing chronic neck pain. The
objective of this study is to determine the prevalence and clinical
presentation of chronic neck pain in GJH and investigate its asso-
ciations with other measures of spine health. METHODS/STUDY
POPULATION: Data was collected at the Driven to Discover
Research Facility at the 2022 Minnesota State Fair. Individuals
18 years and older were invited to participate. All enrolled partic-
ipants completed Phase 1, which included: the Beighton Score
(measure of GJH), the 5-Point-Questionnaire (self-report survey
for current or historical GJH), and a custom self-report survey
for demographics and musculoskeletal pain. A subset of partici-
pants was also asked to complete Phase 2 of the study. Phase 2 con-
sisted of additional self-report surveys (Neck Disability Index
(NDI) and PROMIS-10 Global) and the following physical mea-
sures: neck range of motion in all planes, neck strength in flex-
ion-extension and lateral bending, and grip strength. RESULTS/
ANTICIPATED RESULTS: A total of 559 participants were
enrolled in the study. All participants completed Phase 1, and
285 of those individuals completed Phase 2. Those with a
Beighton Score≥4 were categorized as having GJH. The overall
prevalence of GJH was 23.8% for females and 9.1% for males.
Consistent with previous studies, multiple linear regression analysis
(R2=0.20, F(2,552) = 69.37, p DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE: This
is one of the largest studies investigating GJH, pain, and physical
measures of neck function in the general population. The results
highlight the higher prevalence of chronic neck pain in those with
GJH and will form the basis for a subsequent study to identify
mechanisms and potential therapeutic targets for individuals with
GJH and chronic pain.
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Radon and Fracking Exposures and Lymphoma Risk in a
Canine Model of non-Hodgkin Lymphoma*
Ashleigh Tindle, Lauren Trepanier
University of Wisconsin–Madison

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: The objective of this study was to determine
whether residential radon and proximity to horizontal oil and drilling
(fracking) are risk factors for the development of multicentric lymphoma
in pet dogs, a spontaneous, immunocompetent model for non-occupa-
tional risk for NHL in humans. METHODS/STUDY POPULATION:
Two case-control populations of dogs with multicentric lymphoma were
utilized,witha focusontwodogbreedsathighrisk for lymphoma.Control
dogswerematched for age, breed, and sex.Homeaddresseswere collected
for 54 Golden retrievers with lymphoma and 108 Golden retriever con-
trols, and for 56 boxer dogswith lymphoma and84unaffected boxer con-
trols. Counties of residence werematched to radon zones and percentage
of home radon tests that exceeded the actionable level of 4 pCi/L, available
by county through the EPA and theCDCNational Environmental Public
Health Tracking Network from 2008 to 2017. Locations of horizontal oil
and gas wells were obtained from the Enverus Database, and distances
from dog homes to the closest well, and well density by county, were cal-
culated for each case and control. RESULTS/ANTICIPATEDRESULTS:
We found no significant differences in radon zones, county level radon
measurements, or residential proximity to active fracking wells between
dogs with lymphoma and unaffected controls in either the Golden
Retriever or boxer populations. DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE:
Caninemulticentric lymphoma resembles humanNHL and is a valuable
model of non-occupational environmental risk for NHL in people.
Although we did not find geographic associations between radon and
fracking wells, follow-up studies will measure household radon, as well
as household air,water, anddogurine for potentially genotoxic chemicals.
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Structural Determination of the CqsR CACHE Domain and
its Autoinducer*,†

Andrew Guarnaccia1, Wai-Leung Ng2, Anjali Steenhaut2, Sandra
Olenic2, Lark J. Perez3, Matthew B. Neiditch1
1Department of Microbiology, Biochemistry, and Molecular Genetics,
New Jersey Medical School, Rutgers, 2Department of Molecular
Biology and Microbiology, Tufts University School of Medicine,
3Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, Rowan University

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Our goal is to determine the structure of the
CACHE domain of the Vibrio cholerae quorum sensing receptor
CqsR as well as its autoinducer (AI). We are performing X-ray crys-
tallography on the protein in its apo form, with the fractions contain-
ing the AI, and with known ligand ethanolamine (ETA).
METHODS/STUDY POPULATION: We have transformed
BL21(DE3) E. coli cells with a pTB146 vector to contain the gene
for the CqsR CACHE domain. We grow these cells to high optical
density and induce protein expression, at which point we harvest
them and purify the protein. This entails lysing the cells, separating
the protein with Ni-NTA resin, cleaving our protein tag, and column
chromatography. With purified protein, high-throughput screens
are set up to find crystallization conditions of apo CqsR, CqsR-
ETA, and CqsR-AI. We then determine conditions that best lead

†Wai-Leung Ng’s name has been corrected. Additionally, middle initials for two authors
have been added and the affiliations have been corrected. A corrigendum detailing these
changes has been published (doi:10.1017/cts.2023.551).
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to crystal formation and optimize them. Crystals are then diffracted
with X-rays, process the data, and determine the structure of protein
and AI. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED RESULTS: We anticipate find-
ing the structure of the CqsR CACHE domain to a high resolution
in addition to the identity of its autoinducer. Previous results found
that the structure is homologous to another V. cholerae chemorecep-
tor, Mlp37, and we expect the results from this project to confirm
this. In addition, we know that the autoinducer weighs approxi-
mately 62 daltons, the same as the known ligand, ethanolamine.
Given that CACHE domains bind specifically to their ligands, we
anticipate that the autoinducer will be structurally similar to ethanol-
amine. DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE: The results will reveal the
structure of the CqsR CACHE domain and its autoinducer. This
knowledge will better allow researchers to treat cholera, as both auto-
inducer identity and receptor conformational changes will be uncov-
ered, allowing for drug development to inhibit cell growth.
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The Aging Exposome: Characterizing Bidirectional Effects
of Exposures and Aging
Ram Gouripeddi, Caden Stewart, Julio Facelli
University of Utah

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: The objective of this study is to synthetically
generate and use records of exposure, and so that we can understand
the effects of exposure on aging and vice-versa. METHODS/STUDY
POPULATION: Quantifying bidirectional effects of environment
and aging requires time series of data from all contributing exposures
which can span endogenous processes within the body, biological
responses of adaptation to environment, and socio-behavioral factors.
Gaps in measured data may need to be filled with computationally
modeled data. Essentially, the challenge in generating aging exposome
is the absenceof readily available records for individuals over thecourse
of their life. Instead, these would need to be assimilated from historic
person reported data (e.g. residential location, durations, behaviors)
along with publically available data. This could lead to potential gaps
and uncertainties that would need inform on how the exposomic
records can be used for aging research. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED
RESULTS: We present a pragmatic approach to generation of longi-
tudinal exposomic and aging records as required for different study
archetypes. Such records can then be used to understand the bidirec-
tional effects of exposures and aging. DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE:
Effectsof a lifetimeofenvironmental and lifestyle exposuresonagingor
age-associated diseases are not well understood. Characterizing differ-
ential, additive and intense sporadic multi-agent exposures require
advanced big data and artificial intelligence methods.
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The Prospective Geriatric Patient Reported Outcomes
(GERI-PRO) Study: Understanding Post- Traumatic Injury
Recovery from the Patient’s Perspective
Mira Ghneim, Deborah Stein
R Adams Cowley Shock Trauma Center. The University of Maryland
School of Medicine

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Patient reported outcomes (PROs) provide
unique insight to the patients experience with their healthcare related
quality of life QoL. This study aims to 1. Characterize geriatric

trauma patients’(GTPs) perceived QoL, at time of injury vs. 3-
and 6-months post-injury. 2. Introduce and validate a PROs tool,
known as the Five Favorite Activities. METHODS/STUDY
POPULATION: This is a prospective cohort study of older adults
(≥65) presenting to our trauma center with mild traumatic brain
injury and/or mild spine, thoracic or extremity fractures.
Participants will be asked to complete the NIH-validated Patient-
Reported Outcome Measure Information System (PROMIS)-29,
PROMIS Cognitive and Functional Abilities, Life-Space Levels and
Five Favorite Activities assessment (a list of the five favorite overall
and daily activities) tools. Cognitive function will be measured using
Montreal Cognitive Assessment tool. Physical function will be evalu-
ated using the Activity Measure for Post-Acute Care 6-click tool.
Patients will be contacted at 3- and 6- months post discharge and
asked to complete the assessment tools listed above to evaluate
changes in QoL during the recovery process. RESULTS/
ANTICIPATED RESULTS: We hypothesize that geriatric trauma
patients will experience a decline in QoL, physical and cognitive
function post-injury. This decline will be associated with a decrease
in return to the ability to participate in their pre-injury Five Favorite
Activities . DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE: First, this study is one of
the first to evaluate PROMs in GTPs. Second, the Five Favorite
Activities PROM, will provide a unique, direct and individualized
characterization of what GTPs find important to their recovery post
injury compared to the current generic PROMs. This information
can be utilized in the future to align goal of care with expectations
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Topical adenosine treatment inhibits inflammation and
mucus production in viral acute rhinosinusitis
Xiaoyang Hua1, Kody A. Waldstein2, Maria Ganama3, Steven M.
Varga4, Stephen Tilley5, Xiaoyang Hua3
1Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, University
of Iowa 2Interdisciplinary Graduate Program in Immunology,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242, USA 3Department of
Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, University of Iowa, Iowa
City, IA 52242, USA 4Department of Pathology, University of Iowa,
Iowa City, IA 52242, USA 5Department of Medicine, University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27514

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Viral acute rhinosinusitis (ARS), a.k.a, the
common cold, affects millions every year. The symptoms caused
by viral ARS dramatically affect the general well-being and func-
tional levels of patients, causing work and school absence, and anti-
biotic abuse. In this study, we examined the therapeutic potential of
topical adenosine in viral ARSMETHODS/STUDY POPULATION:
Rhinosinusitis was induced in WT and adenosine receptor (AR)
knockout mice by respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infection in
the upper airways. Mice were subjected to adenosine or vehicle con-
trol within the sinuses. Adenosine receptor expression, inflammatory
cytokine expression, and histologic mucus and inflammation score
was assessed. The effect of endogenous adenosine accumulation
within the sino-nasal tract was assessed in adenosine deaminase
knockout (ADA-/-) mice. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED RESULTS:
Topical administration of adenosine significantly inhibited the
expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, mucus production, and
cell damage in the nose of mice with viral ARS, without prolonging
virus clearance. This inhibitory effect was primarily mediated by the
A2A adenosine receptor (AR). We also examined and compared the
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